
Topic: Dangerous Dinosaurs
Nursery’s Spring 2 Highlights!



Dino Art

Dino still painting! Being expressive: painting a 
dinosaur!

Constructing dinosaurs out 
of shapes!

Dino stomping: using dino 
feet to make prints with!



Ammonite Art

An ammonite fossil They typically formed into a 
flat spiral shape

Using our fine motor skills 
to follow the shape of an 

ammonite fossil

Using flat pebbles to follow 
the swirl!



Dinosaur Skeletons

We looked at real dinosaur 
skeletons that are displayed in 
the Natural History Museum

We came up with our own 
dinosaur names e.g.  

Muhsinosaurus, 
Iyadodiplodocus!

We created our own dinosaur 
skeletons using cotton buds as 

the bones!

We created lots of different 
dino skeletons: some small, 
some round, some spikey!



Free the Dinosaur!

The ustadhas trapped some dinosaurs in ribbons!
1. We practiced scissor safety when travelling 

with scissors
2. We used scissors to free the dinosaurs!



Presenting our home learning to friends

I went to the Natural 
History Museum!

I made a car transporter! I helped my mum make 
Roti! I made a recycled robot!



Exploring dinosaurs outdoors!

Separating dinosaurs into 2 
groups: herbivores and 

carnivores
Dinosaurs in the desert! Dinosaur swamp: using nets to 

catch the dinosaurs!
Telling our friends dinosaur 

stories!



Dinosaur Fossils!
We made our own dinosaur fossils using clay



Hanging up our artwork ourselves!

We created an area for children to hang up 
their own artwork independently 

The children are in charge of this display – they 
change it as they please. This gives them 
personal autonomy in their environment!



Science week: Bubble experiment!

As part of science week we 
conducted a bubble 

experiment outdoors!
We poured water and fairy 

liquid into the tuff tray

The children mixed the water 
and liquid to create a foamy 

texture
We used a hula hoop to 
create GIANT bubbles!



Move like a dinosaur!

Making giant stomps Jumping like a dinosaur!
Plodding on the floor with all 

hands and feet
Flapping our wings like a 

pterodactyl



As the sun came out this term, Nursery had 
lots of fun taking trips to the local park. 

During this trip we decided to go on a spring 
walk and take along our spring bracelets to see 

if we can find any signs of spring. We put 
sticky tape around our wrists and looked for 

spring treasures to stick onto them e.g. 
flowers, leaves, sticks etc.!

Spring Walk in Heston Park



Nursery have really enjoyed reading in the reading corner this term, delving into 
lots of different story books, re-telling the stories to each other and even 

reading stories to the whole class during carpet time!

Storytime



Nursery interests: Mark making!

‘”I drew a picture for my 
mummy and daddy” “I’m painting superman”

“I drew a dinosaur with 
lots of spikes!”

“This is a road. A road 
with hearts and my 

name”



Nursery interests: Outdoor obstacles!

Building an obstacle course with 
friends

Helping a friend jump off the 
ramp Working together as a team!



Dinosaur Hunt!

We went on a dinosaur hunt and were looking for different dinosaurs that were hidden in the 
garden! Different materials such as bubble wrap, velcro and tissue paper were wrapped around 

the dinosaurs. We discussed what they felt like, whilst using vocabulary like ‘transparent’, 
‘prickly’ and ‘smooth’.



Thank you for watching our Spring 2 
Highlights!


